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MEETING NOTE 
Wednesday 24 May  15:00 - 16:30 
Bow Arts Trust, 183 Bow Road, E3 2SJ 
 
Attendance:  
Sara Turnbull, Bootstrap; Michael Owens, Bow Arts Trust; John Spindler, Capital Enterprise; Alice 
Fung, Impact HUB; Dan Turner for Nick Hartwright, Mill Co; Nichole Herbert Wood, Second Floor 
Studios & Arts; James Byrne, Sustainable Ventures; Charles Armstrong, Trampery; Jeannette 
Pritchard, Ugli Campus; Andrea Kolokasi, Workspace Group; Simon Pitkeathley, Camden Town 
Unlimited / LEAP; Levent Kerimol, GLA Regeneration; Rachael Roe, GLA Culture; Michael Davis, 
JLL; 
 
Apologies: 
Jacob Loftus, General Projects; Oliver Deed, Snapdragon; Maria Diaz, GLA EBPU; Anne Malcom, LB 
Hackney; Matt Blades, LB Lambeth; Chris Peacock, LB Westminster; Jenny Gulliford, London 
Councils 
 
 
 

2. Business Rates issues  
 
 
ACTION: Sara to send round spread sheet for quantitative impact of business rates. 
 
 
 

3. Policy and Research ideas  
 
Existing research:  
• Ramidus have done work for FSB and GLA outlining overall impact of Business Rates changes. 

Long term lobbying aims. Launch in June. 
• JLL - Digital London – identifies growing pains of coworking 
• Nordicity report on music venues.  
 
It was noted that the Business Rates will become increasingly devolved, so the boroughs and GLA 
will become more influential, however it will also be a source of revenue which finance departments 
will not wish to give up. Specific actionable requests of the Mayor will have the greatest likelihood of 
impact. It is also a good idea not to get too involved in the broader lobbying issues. There are 
discretionary rate reliefs some councils give to workspace providers on a case by case basis, 
although the arguments and rationale are not publicly available and not shared by beneficiaries. 
Some standardisation and consistency in public sector approach to workspace providers could be 
useful.  
 
Frame the argument as “How can business rate policy encourage hubs in your borough”. You 
subsidise that sector and make it cheaper to be a start-up. And a skills and employment argument 
whereby SMEs will give a chance to people that bigger business won’t. 
 
However there is an issue of others taking advantage of blanket relief for workspace providers, by 
setting up as a workspace provider. Already property Developers and Investors such as British Land, 
Derwent, are creating their own so called workspace providers, and those such as WeWork are 
becoming property managers and investors. 
 
IPPR definition is still useful, which talks about a managing/curatorial role for the workspace provider 
who has some criteria about who can use the space. This can be boiled down to two broad 



categories. One is about affordability, for businesses who are never going to grow very big, but have 
some social or cultural value, the other is about early stage provision for entrepreneurial businesses 
who have the potential to grow very big and create lots of jobs, but need support in the early years. 
Support can increase chances of success of those businesses. Teenage brands not quite big enough 
to take long leases space, and still need the affordable space. Whereas the investor / landlord takes 
anyone and everyone, who can pay the rent. This needs a “dummies guide” and an explanation of 
“what we’re not”. 
 
These two areas of social impact were identified in the IPPR report on value. Measuring is the first 
step, but questions remain about who is going to independently monitor and arbitrate. 
 
A provider benefitting from small business rate relief, may not pass that benefit on, or may provide 
space to small teams of big businesses (flex space)  
 
On more specific business rates issues: 
 
Rateable unit concept is a bit out-dated. Issue of some open plan flexible coworking spaces 
subdividing spaces to allow users to benefit from small business rates relief, while some charitable 
providers of studio space benefiting from charitable rate relief are not able to pass that onto 
occupiers, as their individual units are subject to their own rates valuation, and need to seek their own 
small business rate relief. 
 
Streamlining the collection of business rates - a workspace provider could make a collective 
submission, that saves the individual end user businesses. And also the admin burden on the 
borough and the provider. 
 
The classification of a site as use class D1 (such as HUB in Islington), may help keep values low.  
Further investigation is needed to understand how Islington and HUB were able to achieve this use 
class for their new site and examine whether it could be a workable universal solution or not.  
 
 
 

4. Draft mini brief & Draft funding ideas  
 
JLL have kindly offered to give pro bono support to the group to help prepare a thought piece and 
research with policy asks on Business Rates with the group. Discussion amongst the group identified 
the following points for a “mini brief” for JLL: 
 
Mini-brief  
• Overall context of workspace, and pain points  
• Socio-economic punch, impact 
• What we do now, and what would happen if we were gone 
• Suggestions on rates 
• Easy answers to hard questions 
• Costs benefits  
• And dovetailing in it’s not just about rates, it’s complicated and there are other areas that could 

also be explored. eg planning use class? 
 
It was agreed that a mix of stories and hard-hitting data and implementable policy suggestions would 
be the best way to have an impact. As well as the initial data collection amongst the board members 
(see item 2) it is also possible to refine the questions and share with the GLA’s wider network of 
providers and also potentially to extrapolate findings across the GLA’s database of providers to be 
able to give a London wide picture of the sector, needs and potential cost benefits of actions we 
recommend.  
 
ACTION: Sara to meet JLL to discuss and develop mini-brief 
 
Stories  
Different direction –collecting stories of the kinds of activity that go on 
Story telling is really important. 



Case studies need to be part of a narrative  
 
ACTION: Sara and Michael to meet to discuss establishing a clear narrative for the sector and 
approach to collecting stories from across the sector that help tell this story.  
 
ACTION: GLA team to confirm if funding for this exercise might be available 
 
 
 

5. Actions and Next Steps  
 
• Next meeting early July, before the schools break.  
• Meetings every two months. 
• Next meetings to be hosted by Alice, JP, Charles, John, Andrea. 
 
 
 

6. A.O.B.  
 
JLL have a dedicated team on business rates, their job is to negotiate with the valuation office. 
 
Creative Land Trust – Artists’ Workspace Providers are unhappy that consultation on the options have 
been limited.  
ACTION: Lev and Rachael to request further consultation opportunities. 
 
Islington Council are advertising an acceptable affordable workspace providers list. Information will be 
circulated to the wider network. 
 
 
 

 


